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PRESS RELEASE
‘s-Hertogenbosch, 18 June 2008

VIPAM BV chooses Produmex in combination with SAP Business One
Ctac subsidiary mYuice supplies and implements new module at VIPAM
Wholesaler VIPAM in Geldermalsen is to use the integrated logistics module
Produmex, in combination with SAP Business One, the ERP solution for small
and medium-sized companies. mYuice, a subsidiary of Den Bosch-based SAPspecialist Ctac, will be supplying and implementing the solution.
VIPAM is a wholesaler in ingredients, decoration materials and supplementary materials
for the traditional pastries and chocolate-making sector. The combination of SAP
Business One and Produmex will allow the company to integrate the operational
processes on the work floor with the administrative processes related to purchasing,
inventories management, sales, deliveries and invoicing. It will also help VIPAM
streamline its logistics chain. All of this is based on a uniform coding of products and
logistical units according to the GS1 standards. This increases the opportunities for
tracking and tracing, allows VIPAM to operate work more accurately and accelerates
order-picking and delivery processes.
“The main advantage of the new system is that we will be able to carry out the
approximately 2,000 transactions a month we make paper-free later this year,” says
Menno Bout at VIPAM. “This will mean a much smaller margin of error. We will also be
able to considerably improve our insight into the logistics and the traceability. And the
combination will provide us with greater forecasting possibilities. Given some 2,200
products and through-put times of about 75 days, predicting demand is becoming
increasingly important for us.”
“This contract with VIPAM is the first joint project for mYuice and Produmex,” says Leon
Hillebrand at mYuice. “We are enthusiastic about the fact that VIPAM has decided to
implement Produmex’s logistical solution in combination with SAP Business One. This
add-on will allow VIPAM to gain greater benefits from its SAP system and book real
advantages in terms of efficiency and productivity, both on the work floor and in
administrative terms.”
Joris Van Ongevalle, Sales Director at Produmex N.V. says about the choice: “After
successful implementations in Belgium, the joint project with mYuice at VIPAM is an
important milestone for our solution on the broader Dutch market. The combination of
our software modules with the know-how and experience of mYuice offers small and
medium-sized companies the opportunity to optimise their logistical processes.”
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Profile Ctac
Ctac is an ICT services provider specialising in SAP solutions and active in the
Netherlands, Belgium and on a small scale in Germany. Activities include
implementation, integration and management of SAP systems and related activities such
as system upgrades and system optimisations. The company is a SAP Service Partner
and the largest SAP reseller for medium-sized enterprises in the Netherlands. Ctac
Belgium is Silver Partner of SAP. Ctac’s clients include over 200 organisations in trade
and industry, business services, retail, (semi) government organisations and
universities. Ctac employed 414 people as per 31 March 2008. The company is based in
’s-Hertogenbosch (the Netherlands). Ctac is listed on Euronext Amsterdam (ticker:
CTAC).
For more information, please contact:
Ctac N.V.
Jan Willem Wienbelt – CFO and interim CEO
Tel. + 31 (0)73-6920692
Internet: www.ctac.nl
E-mail: info@ctac.nl
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